[Assessment of patients with poor resolution of HAP].
Emphasis in VAP management is now shifting to the effectiveness of antibiotic therapy and its effect on subsequent mortality. As many as 62% of patients with VAP meet a set of objective criteria for failure to respond. The predominant microorganisms associated with failure of therapy are Pseudomonas aeruginosa and methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA). Multiple causes of failure to respond in VAP exist: compromised host immunity, occult antibiotic resistance, inadequate antibiotic dosing, and concomitant or subsequent superinfections. The diagnosis of antibiotic failure and distinguishing failure from superinfection or noninfectious mimics is difficult because clinical criteria alone are inadequate. Microbiologic response is accurate only if quantitative cultures are used. Biochemical markers may be more accurate than clinical but still don't discriminate between causes. The appropriate diagnostic strategy and treatment algorithms have not been fully addressed and more research is clearly needed.